
FREE SEEMEGLOBAL APP 
 
SEEMEGLOBAL is a revolutionary mobile application that provides users’ peace of mind, assurance of 
safety and confidence of security while using its everyday useful features. SEEMEGLOBAL allows you to 
build your own contact group which you can interact with privately while on or offline. 
 
TRACKER: You can easily find the real-time geographical locations of your loved ones, friends, and 
family, whether they are within the country, city, state or out of the country. The tracker guarantees 
peace of mind for you and the members in your contact group. You can easily track each other with the 
push of a button. Parents are certainly happy and comfortable knowing the precise real-time location of 
their children. The tracker can deter criminal elements especially kidnapping.  
 
SEEME: This feature allows you to share your present geographical locations with anyone that has not 
installed the SEEMEGLOBAL app on their phone by sending a link from the SEEME map through 
email, SMS, or WhatsApp. The receiver opens the SEEME link and this reveals the sender’s location. This 
enables non-subscribers to use the feature. You can watch your party drive to their destination in real 
time. This essential benefit can be enjoyed without downloading the app. From the same link, the 
sender and the receiver can communicate with each other by phone.  
 
VIDEO CALLS: Place a video call to anyone anywhere in the world and enjoy the crystal-clear 
picture quality and the crisp clean audio that SEEMEGLOBAL offers. There are no network issues no 
matter your location. Video calls can be initiated from the contact page or tracker link.  
 
PHONE CALLS: You can call anyone anywhere in the world and have the feeling of face-to-
face conversation because of the quality of the audio. The annoying phrase “Can you hear 
me now” is eliminated by SEEMEGLOBAL phone technologies. You have the convenience of making 
video or audio calls from the contact group or the Tracker link.  
 
CHAT: This offers the freedom to communicate through text messages when the need arises. You can 
send text messages to anyone in your contact group anywhere in the world. 
 
GPS: You can load as many trip locations as needed on SEEMEGLOBAL GPS. SEEMEGLOBAL GPS will 
navigate from one location to another until the mission is accomplished. The end of each trip prompts 
the next location. 
 
 
Download it now to enjoy the benefits of SEEMEGLOBAL for free. www.seemeglobal.com  
 
Contact us at Info@seemeglobal.net 
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